
              

 

Now with GreenTurn™ water saving option! 
 

 

The GreenTurn formula set is based on Milnor’s standard set of seven 

wash formulas, and is stored in the microprocessor of the machine. A 

simple switch setting by the machine owner allows the machine to feature 

either the standard seven cycles or the GreenTurn formula set. This 

formula set can be retrofitted to classic-style C4E coin-operated washers. 

Faster cycles provide greater productivity during peak times and can 

save you on costly utility bills!  

Contact Milnor today for details.  
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FINANCING OPTIONS FOR EASY AFFORDABILITY.
Ask your Milnor dealer about competitive financing plans that can easily fit into your cash flow. 
Plans are available to help you replace old or worn machinery or to build a new store!

WASHER-EXTRACTOR SPECIFICATIONS

30015 C4E 30022 C4E 36021 C4E
TripleLoader MultiLoader SuperLoader

Capacity - lbs. (kg)* 40 (18) 60 (27) 80 (36)

Cylinder diameter 30x15 30x22 36x21
x depth - ins. (mm) (762x381) (762x559) (914x533)

Gross cylinder vol. - cu. ft. (L) 6.14 (174) 9 (255) 12.37 (350)

Motor - HP 3 3 5

Wash speed - RPM** 38 38 35

Distrib. speed - RPM** 64 64 64

Extract - RPM** 460 460 420

Extract G forces 90 90 90

Drain valve - ins. (mm) 3 (76) 3 (76) 3 (76)

Inlet valve - ins. (mm) .75 (19.1) .75 (19.1) .75 (19.1)

Overall width - ins. (mm)*** 34.5 (876) 34.5 (876) 43.88 (1114)

Overall depth - ins. (mm)*** 45.75 (1162) 51.63 (1311) 53 (1346)

Overall height - ins. (mm)*** 53.75 (1365) 53.75 (1365) 67 (1702)

Approx. net weight - lbs. (kg)*** 692 (374) 918 (416) 1275 (578)

* Depending on density and soil content of goods.
** Approximate. ***  With standard accessories.  
Specifications and appearance subject to change without notice. Contact factory for acoustics data.
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This is a true heavy-duty commercial machine – not a souped-up home appliance! Milnor coin-operated washer-extractors
are built to exacting standards by the world’s leading manufacturer of large, industrial washing machinery. Many parts are

the same as on all Milnor washer-extractors of this type. This means you are getting a true heavy duty washer-extractor –
not a modified home appliance washer. Compare a Milnor’s heftiness, also, to other so-called triple load 
washer-extractors. It’s the reason why Milnor machines require little maintenance even under hard use.

   THEY WASH BIG LOADS QUICKLY.
Customers want to wash in one load to save time and money. A Milnor
TripleLoader handles the work of three standard toploaders in fast cycle
times. Washing cylinder volume is 6.14 cu. ft. for the 40 lb. model, much
greater than that of other machines in this class. The 60 lb. model’s cylin-
der volume is 9 cu. ft. while the 80 lb. washer’s volume is 12.37 cu. ft. All of
these machines handle large family bundles and bulky items such as wash-
able drapes, blankets, spreads, sleeping bags, and shag rugs.

THEY’RE
EASY-TO-USE. 

Milnor’s microprocessor control delivers two sets of seven wash formu-
las, each with programmable vend prices. The first set features standard
formulas ranging from a Quick Wash to a Heavy Soil option. The second set
of the same seven formulas uses Milnor’s GreenTurn™ programming
decisions, featuring fewer rinses, less hot water use and faster processing
times. Either formula set can be selected by the store owner.

Simple, easy-to-follow directions are printed in English and Spanish. A
bright display counts down as coins are deposited. The display also counts
down the number of minutes left in the total cycle, as well as the micro-
processor’s function (such as "add fabric softener" or "rinse") occurring at
that moment. To help prevent downtime, the microprocessor identifies
certain errors if they happen to occur. That way, the attendant can correct
them. The formula count   accumulator provides a load count.

THEY PROVIDE SUPERIOR WASHING QUALITY.
Milnor’s reversing washing action means cleaner washing, with no 

tangling or knotting. This is the same lift-and-drop action that won  
Milnor its reputation for superior washing quality among commercial  
laundry operators. And your customers can see the difference.  
Storeowners report their customers stand in line to use a Milnor 
while other machines remain idle.

OVERSIZED DOORS LOAD QUICKLY.
Milnor washer-extractor doors are large in diameter.
Customers can pass big bulky loads through with ease. No pushing 
or tugging to get loads in or out.

These features deliver lower operating costs and higher profits!

HERE’S WHY CUSTOMERS 
WILL PAY MORE
TO USE MILNOR MACHINES:

YOUR BIGGEST REASON TO BUY MILNOR: PROFITS.

LOW WATER USE !
Milnor’s TripleLoader uses only 48 gallons of hot

and cold water – 1.2 gals. per pound of clothes

washed in a typical formula. The Multi-Loader

model uses just 71 gals. (1.18 gals./lb) and the SuperLoader

model uses just 92 gals. (1.15 gals./lb.) in a typical formula.

Compare these figures to single and double load washers. Milnor

GreenTurn™ formulas deliver even less water use. Low water use also means

savings on fuel and sewer taxes.

Milnor’s proven single-motor inverter drive delivers a wash speed (reversing),

load distribution speed (to minimize vibration during high-speed extraction)

and final extraction. This is far superior to machines that only deliver two speeds.

CHOOSE FROM 3 SIZES.
Select the model that best meets your requirements and budget. The popular 40

lb. Triple-Loader models are very popular with customers. The 60 lb.

MultiLoader and the 80 lb. SuperLoader models accommodate customers with

the largest loads.

DURABLE BEARING DESIGN.
Milnor virtually eliminates two big maintenance problems – worn bearings and

leaky seals. Commercial bearings take overloading with ease… and add years of

life to your machine. C4E models are available with Milnor’s classic tapered roller

bearing design. Durable shaft seals prevent water from entering bearing housing.

SUDS OVERFLOW PROTECTION KEEPS FLOOR DRY.
An overflow pipe (at rear) helps keep floor dry, reduces danger of slipping.

STAINLESS STEEL SHELL, CYLINDER MEAN LONGER LIFE.
Shell and washing cylinder are made of stainless steel to resist corrosion. Base and

shell back have two coats of durable epoxy paint baked on. Epoxy coating provides

a long lasting, impervious finish. (Warm grey color is standard, almond and white

colors are optional.)

GRAVITY DRAIN 
WON’T CLOG.
There’s no troublesome

pump. MILNOR’S simple, 

3” gravity valve drains

quickly, avoids clogging.

RUGGED VAULT
DETERS THEFT.
Great for unattended areas.

Made of heavy gauge steel

with 3/16” thick flush-

mounted vault cover. Vault 

in C4E models holds about

$300 in quarters.  All wash

formulas have different vend

prices and are program-

mable. Milnor coin

machines can be ordered as

card-reader compatible and

are also available with an
optional dual-coin acceptor.

A Milnor Family Laundry Center – featuring a bank 

of Milnor washer-extractors – adds a new dimension 

to your store. Customers with large bundles are attracted 

by  the speed, convenience and economy these big   

machines offer, and also by their versatility. The result   

can be more volume and more profits for you.

CUSTOMERS WILL
STAND IN LINE TO
USE A MILNOR
WHILE OTHER
MACHINES SIT
EMPTY! 

Our larger industrial
look is backed up by
excellent wash
quality. You can tell
by the crowd around
each Milnor machine.

THE MILNOR DIFFERENCE!

30015 C4E
TripleLoader 

40 lb. 
(18 kg)

30022 C4E
MultiLoader 

60 lb. 
(27 kg)

36021 C4E
SuperLoader

80 lbs. 
(36 kg)

•••••••
Simple, streamlined design.
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